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echnically speaking

SWR by any other name...
By Harold Kinley, C.E.T.
No matter what you call it, SWR, or
standing wave ratio, is an indication of
the degree of match, or mismatch, of load
impedance to source impedance. Generally, we use this term to indicate how well
the antenna and transmission li ne are
matc hed to the transmitter output. Other
terms, such as forward and reflected
power, reflection coefficient and return
loss, are used to indicate the degree of
match or mismatch as well. How are these
terms interrelated? This column will explain that. Because most land mobile radio technicians are more familiar with
forward and reflected power measurements, the definitions of the other terms
will be based on their relationship to forward and reflected power.

Forward a nd r en ected power
Those who work in the land mobile
radio industry typically use a directional,
in-line wattmeter to measure the forward
power and the reflected power al the output of a transmitter. The comparison of
the forward and reflected power indicates
how well the load (transmission line and
antenna) is accepting the power being delivered to it by the transmitter. The higher
the reflected power, the higher the degree
of mismatch and the lower the efficiency of
the system. Not only is the mismatch reducing efficiency, but the reflected power also
triggers a foldback protection circuit that
reduces the transmitter output power. Thus,
the reflected power has a two-fold effect in
reducing system efficiency.
Generally, the experienced technician
uses the forward and reflected power
measurements to place a qualitative value
on the antenna system. One doesn't normally think in terms of standin g wave
ratio, return Joss or reflection coefficient.
For example, a technician may measure
the forward and reflected power at the
transmitter output and find that the forward power is IOOW and that the reflected
power is 2W. This is a high ratio of
forward-to-reflected power, and so all
seems to be well The qualitative analysis
has been done simply by reading the forward and reflected power and mentally
noting that the forward-to-reflected power
ratio is high. Forget the quantitative
analysis, right? Yes, nuiybe!
E ffects of line loss
In the above example, the forward-toreflected power ratio was 100/2, or SO:l.
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Assuming a negligible line loss, this represents an excellent antenna match. However, suppose the li ne loss is 3dB. The
line loss affects the forward power and
the reflected power because both must
travel the length of the line. Now, again
suppose the forward power at the trans1nitter is IOOW. With a 3d8 line loss. the
forward power at the antenna connection
is SOW. Moreover, with a reflected power
reading of 2W at the transmitter, the reflected power at the antenna must be 4W.
Thus, the forward-to-reflected power at

the line loss. The general ru le can be
stated as: the retum loss at the tmtemw
will be reduced from the re tum loss at the
tra11smi1ter by a factor of twice the line
loss. It is important to remember that the
higher the re/um loss. the better the impedance match.

SWR
To convert forward and reflected power
measurements into an equivalent SWR
figure, the following fomiula is used: ·
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Transmission line loss can
mask the true SWR when
it is measured at the
where S is SWR, r is reflected power and
f
is forward power.
transmitter vs.
In the above example, the reflected
power at the transmitter is 2W, and the
measurements at the
forward power at the transmitter is IOOW,
antenna..
so the ratio of r/f is 21100 or 0.02. The
square root of 0.02 is about 0.14. Thus,
the SWR at the transmitter is:
the antenna connection is actually S0:4 or
12.S: I-much worse than the SO: 1 ratio
found at the transmitter output. This illustrates just bow transmission line loss can
mask the true SWR when it is measured
at the transmitter vs. measurements at the
antenna. As long as you know the line
loss, you can determine the true SWR at
the antenna from measurements made at
the transmitter. References to the previous example will be made throughout the
remainder of this column.
Ret urn loss
lf the forward and reflected power are
known, the return loss can be easily determined from the formula:

Rt= lOlog -f
r
where Rt is return loss,/is forward power,
and r is reflected power.
Ia the example above, the forward
power measured at the transmitter was
I OOW, and the reflected power was 2W
for an fir ratio of SO: 1. The log of 50 is
about 1.7. Thus, the return loss is 1.0 X
1.7, or I 7dB. Remember too, th at th e
forward-to-reflected power ratio at the antenna was 12.5. Because the log of 12.S is
about I. I , the return loss at the antenna is
JO X 1.1, or I ldB. Notice that th e difference between the return loss at the transmitter and antenna is 6dB-exactly twice

1 + 0.14
1.14
S= - = = l.33
I - 0.14
0.86
The reflected power at the antenna is
4W, and the forward power at the antenna
is SOW. The SWR at the antenna is found
using the same formula and is approximately equal to 1.79. Again, the line loss
masks the true SWR at the antenna as seen
from tl1e transmitter end.

Reflection coeffi cient
The reflection coefficient can be derived from forward and reflected power
measurements by using th e following
formula:

where r represents reflection coefficient, r
is reflected power and f is forward power.
Using the example at the transmitter,
the ratio of rlf would be 21100, or 0.02.

(comi1111ed on page 50)
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Technically speaking

TK630
TK730
TK830
TK930/931
TK840
TK940/941
The Alpha series MCR/TSR remotes and MCP/TSP series termination
panels allows you to remote control your Kenwood conventional or
trunking radio over any two wire voice grade circuit.
The Alpha series remote provides an LCD readout for channel number,
up to 99, and a ten character channel name. Controls also include
channel up and down, monitor, scan and privacy. All parallel remotes
and the radio are updated simultaneously any time a change takes
place.

--- ---- --------

Systems also available for Motorola,
Midland and Johnson radios.

Features

• Simple installalion - No solderinQ. cutting or crimping.
• Provides remole channel indlcalion.
• Programmable ten characler name per channel.
1166 Commerce Drive• Richardson, TX 75081
• Programming done via front panel.
(972) 437-5320 • (600) 869-9128 • Fax (972) 437-5360
• No special cables or PC required.
Circle (36) on Fast Fact Card

EASY ANTENNA & TRANSMISSION LINE MEASUREMENTS
Tired of not knowing where
your antenna stands? Wattmeters that test one frequency
or antenna testors that are
disturbed by outside signals
letting you down? Most of the
answer ls on your bench.
Adding an EAGLE retum loss
bridge to your service monitor
makes a complete antenna
measurement system.
Return loss bridges from Eagle cover
from .04 MHz to3.0 GHz. These are self
contained unlts lhat require no
attenuators. amplifiers or detectors.
All tl1e additional equipment is
contained in your service monitor or
spectrum a nalyze r. Five watt power
rating. unmatched in the industry.
protects YOUR bridge from power
coming from the a ntenna at crowded
sites. Rugged nickel plated brass
enclosures assure excellent durabllily
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Free: Application note, "Antenna and Feedline measurement", call and ask for
it! The following EAGLE products will also aid in testing: Precision coaxial
cable jumpers, power splitters, and reference terminations. Eagle RLB150
series bridges start at $259.00.

VOICE: (520) 204-2597
FAX: (520) 204-2568
RO. Box40 I OSedona,AZ, 8634'.0
Circle (37) on Fast Fact Card
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(co11ti11ued from page 8)

The square root of 0.02 is approximately
equal to 0. 14. Thus , the reflection
coefficient at the transmitter is 0.14. At
the antenna, the ratio of rljis 4150, or 0.08.
The square root of 0.08 is approximately
equal to 0.28. lt is interesting to note that
for a line loss of 3dB, the reflection coefficient at the antenna is exactly twice the
reflection coefficient at the transmitter.
Transmission loss
Transmission loss is a term used to
describe just how much the signal power
is reduced by a given mismatc h, zero
being the perfect figure for a relllm loss
of oodB, or a sranding wave rario of I: I or
a reflection coefficient of 0.0. The transmission loss can be detennined from forward and reflected power by using the
following formula:
TL = IOlu{I

-7J

where Ti is transmission loss, r is reflected power and f is forward power.
Using our example, the forward power
at the antenna was 50W, and the reflected
power was 4W. Thus, the ratio r/f is 4/50,
or 0.08, and 1 - 0.08 = 0.92. The log of
0.92 is approximately equal to 0.036, and
10 X 0.036 is 0.36dB. Therefore, the
transmission loss caused by the mismatch
at the antenna is 0.36dB.
Additional line loss
An additional line loss is caused by the
sta nding waves on the line. The net power
absorbed or rad iated by a load is equal to
the forward power minus the reflected
power. The loss of the line can be calculated from the net input power minus the
net output power. In our example, the net
input power was 98W, and the net output
power was 46W. Calculating the loss from
input to output results in a figure of about
3.28dB. This is 0.28dB more than the loss
of the line under normal matched conditions. The additional 0.28dB of loss is
caused by the standing waves.
Summ ary
No matter what you might call it. the
results are the same. A mismatched load
will cause degradation in transmission efficiency. However, the actual transmission
loss is not as severe as one might expect.
Transmission line loss will mask the true
SWR that exists at the antenna when measurements are made al the u·ansmittcr. By
using the fonnulas presented here you can
conve rt forward and reflected power into
any of the other units of measure.
Until next time-sray tuned!

